
Sister Sarah Pick Vtrac Followups Dna
Number Guide
Sister Sarah Pick is a world-renowned spiritual teacher and healer who has
developed a unique system of spiritual healing called Vtrac. Vtrac is based
on the belief that each person has a unique DNA number that can be used
to identify their spiritual strengths and weaknesses. Sister Sarah Pick uses
this information to help people overcome their challenges and achieve their
full potential.

Sister Sarah Pick's Vtrac Followups DNA Number Guide is a
comprehensive guide to the Vtrac DNA Number System. This guide
provides detailed information on how to calculate your DNA number,
interpret the results, and use this information to improve your life.

The Vtrac DNA Number System is a system of numerology that uses your
date of birth to calculate a unique number that represents your spiritual
strengths and weaknesses. This number can be used to identify your life
path, career path, and relationship compatibility.
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The Vtrac DNA Number System is based on the idea that each number has
a specific vibration that resonates with different aspects of your life. For
example, the number 1 is associated with leadership, the number 2 is
associated with cooperation, and the number 3 is associated with creativity.

By understanding the vibrations of your DNA number, you can gain a
deeper understanding of yourself and your life purpose. You can also use
this information to make more informed decisions about your career,
relationships, and other important aspects of your life.

To calculate your DNA number, you will need to use your full date of birth,
including the year, month, day, and time. Once you have this information,
you can follow these steps:

1. Add up all the digits in your birth date. For example, if you were born
on January 1, 1980, you would add up the digits as follows: 1 + 1 + 1 +
9 + 8 + 0 = 20.

2. If the sum of your birth date is a two-digit number, add the two digits
together to get a single-digit number. For example, if your birth date
sum is 20, you would add the 2 and the 0 together to get 2.

3. Your DNA number is the single-digit number that you calculated in step
2.

Once you have calculated your DNA number, you can begin to interpret its
meaning. The following table provides a brief overview of the meanings of
the different DNA numbers:
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| DNA Number | Meaning | |---|---|---| | 1 | Leadership, ambition,
independence | | 2 | Cooperation, teamwork, diplomacy | | 3 | Creativity,
imagination, self-expression | | 4 | Organization, practicality, detail-
orientation | | 5 | Adventure, change, freedom | | 6 | Responsibility,
commitment, stability | | 7 | Spirituality, intuition, wisdom | | 8 | Power,
authority, success | | 9 | Completion, compassion, universal love |

It is important to note that the meaning of your DNA number is not set in
stone. Your DNA number is a starting point for understanding yourself and
your life purpose. As you grow and evolve, your DNA number may change
to reflect your changing needs and experiences.

Once you have a basic understanding of your DNA number, you can begin
to use this information to improve your life. Here are a few ways that you
can use your DNA number:

Identify your strengths and weaknesses. Your DNA number can
help you identify your natural talents and abilities, as well as your
areas for growth. This information can help you make more informed
decisions about your career, education, and relationships.

Set goals that are aligned with your DNA number. When you set
goals that are aligned with your DNA number, you are more likely to
achieve them. This is because you are using your natural strengths to
work towards your goals.

Make decisions that are in line with your DNA number. When you
make decisions that are in line with your DNA number, you are more
likely to make choices that are in your best interests. This is because
you are using your intuition and inner wisdom to guide your decisions.



Live a life that is true to your DNA number. When you live a life that
is true to your DNA number, you are living a life that is authentic and
fulfilling. This is because you are using your unique gifts and talents to
make a positive impact on the world.

Sister Sarah Pick's Vtrac DNA Number Guide is a valuable tool that can
help you gain a deeper understanding of yourself and your life purpose. By
using the information in this guide, you can improve your life in all areas,
including your career, relationships, and spiritual growth.

Sister Sarah Pick's Vtrac DNA Number Guide is a comprehensive resource
for anyone who wants to learn more about the Vtrac DNA Number System.
This guide provides detailed information on how to calculate your DNA
number, interpret the results, and use this information to improve your life.

If you are interested in learning more about the Vtrac DNA Number System,
I encourage you to read Sister Sarah Pick's Vtrac DNA Number Guide. This
guide is a valuable tool that can help you gain a deeper understanding of
yourself and your life purpose.
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My Second Chapter: The Inspiring Story of
Matthew Ward
In the tapestry of life, where threads of adversity often intertwine with the
vibrant hues of triumph, there are stories that have the power to ignite
our spirits and...

Full Voice Workbook Level Two: A
Comprehensive Guide to Advanced Vocal
Technique
The Full Voice Workbook Level Two is a comprehensive resource
designed to help singers develop advanced vocal techniques and expand
their vocal range. As a sequel to the...
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